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Practice Overview

Alfred comes highly recommended as the ‘best representation you can get’. 

He is a skilled professional advocate, dedicated to the best outcomes for his clients. 

He is a problem solver- which is a crucial and often game-changing skill, when navigating an effective 
way forward, following relationship breakdown. 

His clients report that:

He has an unexpected empathy; in him you have a genuine ally. 
He has an expert knowledge of the law and the relevant caselaw at his fingertips. 
He exudes confidence inside and outside of court and establishes excellent rapport- which is 
reassuring.
He has a laser focus, the sense that nothing else matters when you talk with him. 
His preparation is meticulous. 
Alfred is very easy to reason with, and to communicate your views to. He gives clear and 
concise advice. He takes your views on board, representing them both accurately and expertly. 
Alfred is encouraging and supportive in court, yet firm in his handling when required. 
His calmness is pervasive. Nerves are quietened by his immediate sense of control he projects 
over where things stand with your case. 

He appears regularly in complex private law children, and complex financial remedy cases, often 
representing the same client on both aspects.  

If Alfred can be of assistance to you please contact his both expert and kind clerking team on 
clerks@1gc.com

Children (Private Law)

Alfred's practice involves problem solving issues which include;

Spends time and lives with orders
Prohibited steps and specific issue orders
Leave to remove/emigration
Internal relocation
Domestic abuse
Sexual allegations
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Harm
Coercive control
Parental alienation
Neurodiversity and assessment
Alcohol addiction and testing
Drug addiction and testing
Mental illness and assessment
Change of name
Parental responsibility
Difficult and challenging personalities

Family Finance & Property

Alfred's practice involves problem solving issues which include;

Hiding assets and deliberate non-disclosure
Not maximising earning capacity
Wanton spending of matrimonial assets
Multiple property
Investments including offshore
Third party interests
Third party including family lending
Pensions including via expert actuarial reporting
Complex income and bonus income including restricted stock units
Redundancy
Retirement
New family
Inheritance
Rehousing
Pre- and post-marital accrual
GP practices
Businesses / Companies
Trusts
All net worth including 50m+
Difficult and challenging personalities

Education

LLB (Hons), University College London

BVC, Nottingham Law School

Appointments

JJ Powell Scholarship, Middle Temple

Memberships & Associations

Family Law Bar Association
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Personal 

Alfred enjoys being in the present moment with his wife Corinne (a doctor specialising in women’s 
health, nutrigenomics and the menopause), and their two children, Percival aged 11, and Elizabeth 
aged 6.
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